Attacks against journalists and media staff (2013 – part 2)

Date

Victim (s)

Media Org

Job description

02.07.2013 Larysa
Shchyrakova

Independent
TV journalist

09.07.2013 Alena
Stsiapanava

journalist

25.07.2013 Ihar Iliyash

Zakhar
Scharbakou

26.07.2013 Andrei Korsak

Siarhei Hudzilin

17.08.2013 Hennadzi
Zhuleha

the newspaper
Belorusy I
Rynok

journalist

BelaPAN

Correspondent

BelaPAN

Cameraman

Nasha Niva

photographer

blogger
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Description
Larysa Shchyrakova was briefly
detained by police in Rechytsa
when she was attending a
meeting of businessmen of the
local market. She was set free
after having checked her
documents.
Alena Stsiapanava was summoned
to a police department of the
Kastrychnitski district of Vitebsk,
where she was handed in an
administrative report against her.
The police accused the journalist
of contributing to the foreign
mass media Radio Svaboda
without accreditation.
In Minsk police officers detained
Ihar Iliyash for more than an hour
when he was working at the court
hearing over the ex‐presidential
contender Uladzimir Niakliajew.
After the hearing, the journalist
was taken to the Maskouski
district police department were
he was told that he had been
brought there for personal
identification. I.Iliyash assumed
that the law enforcement
agencies had confused him with
some other person.
In Minsk the journalists were
detained when they were
covering a street action of
activists of the youth organization
Alternative.
They were taken to the
Partyzanski district police
department. All their photo and
video materials were deleted, and
all data carriers were checked.
The journalists were set free
around three hours after the
detention.
In Svetlahorsk police seized a
laptop from the local blogger and
civil activist Hennadzi Zhuleha.
Before that the police conducted
search in the activist’s flat,
sanctioned by a prosecutor.
On August 6 Zhuleha made a
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independent
journalist

20.08.2013 Ales Asiptsou

24.08.2013 Vasil Siamashka

the news
agency
BelaPAN

cameraman

03.09.2013 Uladzimir
Zhyhulou

Vitebskij
Courier

journalist

04.09.2013 Aleh Zhalnou

blogger
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video about the house of the
chairman of the Svetlahorsk
district executive committee and
published the video in the social
nets. Then, the chairperson’s wife
filed a complaint against the
blogger, claiming that he spoilt
the honor and dignity of her
family and the information in the
video had libelous character.
In Mahilou Ales Asiptsou was
briefly detained near the
pass‐through to
Mahiloukhimvalakno (chemical
enterprise). The journalist was
holding an opinion poll among
workers of the factory. A
policeman took explanations from
the correspondent in one of the
service rooms.
In Minsk Vasil Siamashka was
detained when he was recording
an interview with Tell the Truth!
activists on their way out of the
police department. The policemen
told the journalist that the video
had to be deleted because there
was a building of a police
department in the background.
No procedural documents were
drawn up.
Uladzimir Zhyhulou received a
warning from the regional
prosecutor’s office against work
for a mass medium without
accreditation in Belarus.
In Babruysk the police detained
the local blogger Aleh Zhalnou and
his son while he was making a
recording of parking violations on
the pavement near the road
police department. The blogger
said that the cars belonged to the
drug control department located
at the same address. The
detainees were set free three
hours later, after giving
explanations. According to Mr.
Zhalnou, he was threatened to be
jailed for disobeying the police
demands and for beating a police
officer.
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Aliaksandr
Barazenka

Belsat

journalist

Aleh Razhkou

Belsat

journalist

Aleh
Hruzdzilovich

Radio Svaboda

Correspondent

Nasha Niva

Journalist

Nasha Niva

Journalist

05.09.2013

14.09.2013 Iryna
Arakhouskaya

Hanna Badziaka

independent
media
distributor

07.10.2013 Barys Khamaida

Ales Piletski
and
Vital Ruhain

Euroradio

photo
correspondent

Aliaksandr
Vasiukovich
19.10.2013

Siarhei Hudzilin

Journalists

Nasha Niva

Correspondent

BelaPAN

Correspondent

Andrei Korsakau
Zakhar
Scharbakou
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Aliaksandr Barazenka and Aleh
Razhkou were forced out from
the first night of the Vitaut ballet
in the National Academic Opera
and Ballet Theatre of Belarus,
although they had obtained
accreditation in advance. As it
turned out they were crossed out
from the lists the last minute
because the Belsat has not an
accreditation of the Foreign
Affairs Ministry.
The journalists were detained
when they were going to cover a
picket of relatives of Ihar Ptsichkin
who died in prison. They were
taken to the Central district police
department and were held there
for three hours. They were made
to leave their fingerprints and to
delete all photos and videos of
that day.
Barys Khamaida was detained for
a short time in Vitebsk. Officers of
Chyhunachny district police
department accused him of
holding an unsanctioned picket
and took him to the department.
He was set free in half an hour
without having drawn up any
procedural documents.
The journalists were detained at
the railway station in Minsk while
performing professional duties.
The journalists came to cover how
civil and political activists
welcomed politician Pavel
Seviarynets’ arrival to Minsk after
having finished three years’
sentence he got for participating
in December 19, 2010
demonstration. Mass media
workers were told they were
detained for “suspicious looks”;
however, they were held in
detention just until the event was
over.
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Barys Haretski

the Belarusian
Association of
Journalists
spokesperson

Yahor Majorchyk

independent
journalist

Dzianis Nosau

independent
journalist

Nadzeja Hatsak

independent
journalist

24.10.2013 Aleh Zhalnou

blogger

Natallia Valakida
Siarhei
Krauchuk
29.10.2013 Natallia
Benitsevich

journalists

Dzianis Nosau
Aliaksandr
Korsakau

29.10.2013

Aliaksandr
Barazenka

journalists

Maryja
Artsybashava

6.11.2013

Viachaslau
Piashko

Novy Chas

Correspondent
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Policemen searched the flat of the
blogger in Babruysk and seized all
the information-carrying media.
The ground for the search was a
police officer`s complaint
contending that in 2012 – 2013
somebody, allegedly Aleh
Zhalnou, posted online audio and
video materials which harm his
honor, dignity and business
reputation. The policeman asked
to initiate a criminal case.
The journalists were detained in
Minsk during the Mourning
Marathon: people laid flowers and
lit candles in Kalvaryja Cemetery.
Journalists were detained
together with participants of the
action. They were taken to the
Frunzenski district police
department, then searched,
questioned and set free in an hour
and a half. The policemen
explained that they had received a
call from the supervisors of the
cemetery.
Two journalists were briefly
detained when holding an opinion
poll in Minsk. Aliaksandr
Barazenka and Maryja
Artsybashava were questioned
and warned that they would have
to appear to the prosecutor’s
office for a talk after they receive
the summons.
Three journalists were detained
near Akrestsina isolation center
where people were meeting an
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Nasta Reznikava

Freelancer

Volha
Nikalaychyk

film director

19.11.2013 Dzianis
Dashkevich

26.11.2013

Viachalsau
Piashko

the regional
portal
vrogacheve.ru

editor

Novy Chas
newspaper

Natallia
Reznikava

3.12.2013

Ales’ Dzianisau

4.12.2013

Ales’ Kirkevich

independent
journalist
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activist Yury Rubtsou who had
been arrested for three days for
anti‐Lukashenko slogan. The
policemen made journalists delete
all the video recorded near the
isolation center.
In Rahachou (Homel region),
officers of the Investigative
Committee searched the flat of
Dzianis Dashkevich. Two
computers and a modem were
seized. The search was conducted
with a warrant, issued for
investigation in a criminal case of
insulting an official representative
in an article published on the
website vrogacheve.ru.
Two journalists were briefly
detained by the traffic police near
Hlybokaye town (Vitebsk region)
on the pretext that they reminded
someone wanted by the police.
Viachalsau Piashko and Natallia
Reznikava were going to make a
video report. In the department
the journalists were questioned
one by one, their passport data
were copied. They were set free
approximately half an hour later.
Ales’ Dzianisau was officially
warned by the Hrodna region
prosecutor’s office for his
contribution to foreign mass
media without accreditation. The
prosecutor showed a photo of
A.Dzianisau standing with a video
camera, and then demonstrated a
screenshot from a video report
about the same event by the
Belsat TV channel.
The Hrodna region prosecutor’s
office issued a warning to Ales’
Kirkevich for his contribution to
foreign mass media without
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accreditation.

17.12.2013 Andrei
Mialeshka

journalist

The Hrodna region prosecutor’s
office issued a warning to Andrei
Mialeshka for contribution to
foreign mass media without
accreditation. The journalist was
shown a photo where he was
standing with a Dictaphone, and,
according to the prosecutor,
A.Mialeshka had prepared the
report for the Radio Racyja.

